
PLAYER CODE OF CONDUCT 

2019 
Membership in one of Delta Golf Club’s affiliated clubs is conditional to the adherence to a generally accepted 

code of conduct.  This code of conduct ensures that appropriate respect is shown: 

 Towards due care and attention of the golf course 

 To your fellow members and the staff of Delta Golf Club 

 For the etiquette and traditions of the game of golf 

All members of each of Delta’s affiliated clubs through signing their application agree to abide and promote the 

Player Code of Conduct.  Violation of the Code of Conduct may result in appropriate sanctions by either the 

executive of your member club or by the Management of Delta Golf Club. 

 

Care of the Course: 

1. Repair Divots, Ball Marks and Damage caused by Spikes. 

 Please ensure that all ball marks or other damage to the putting green is repaired. 

 Replace divots on the fairway or in the rough as necessary. 

 Before leaving a bunker, rake or smooth out all holes or footprints made. 

 Practice Swings – if making practice swings, players should avoid causing damage to the course 

particularly on the tee boxes. 

2. Golf Carts: 

 Follow the course instructions relative to the use of the carts on fairways (may be limited to pathways 

during wet conditions). 

 Power carts should be kept on pathways near tee boxes & greens.  Avoid parking carts on banks of tees. 

 Pull carts can often cause as much or more damage than power carts.  Pull carts must remain on 

pathways around tees and kept a minimum of 20 ft. from the edge of greens. 

 Wherever possible avoid wear areas or wet areas. 

 Heed signs and other course directions or instructions relative to cart use. 

Pace of Play: 

1. Prior to making a swing ensure that it is safe to do so. 

2. On the Tee: 

 Hit when ready – don’t worry about who has the honor. 

 Shorter hitters can hit first. 

 Tee off as soon as the group in front is clear unless otherwise instructed. 

 Watch your shot carefully and note landmarks to help locate your golf ball. 

3. On the Fairway: 

 While waiting to hit, prepare for your shot, take the club(s) you need, take your practice swing(s).   

 Hit when ready and safe. 

4. On the Green: 

 Study your putt while others are putting. 

 Leave the green immediately after you hole out.  Mark your score after you leave the green. 

 Proceed quickly to the next tee. 

Consideration for Other Players: 

1. No player should move, talk or stand directly behind the player or hole when player addresses their ball. 

2. Show appropriate courtesy at all times for your playing partners. 

3. Apply the Rules of Golf fairly at all times, consulting a playing partner when you are applying a rule 

especially for your benefit. 


